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Abstract
The computation of consistent initial values for di erentialalgebraic
equations DAEs is essential for staring a numerical integration Based
on the tractability index concept a method is proposed to lter those equa
tions of a system of index DAEs whose di erentiation leads to an in
dex reduction The considered equation class covers Hessenbergsystems
and the equations arising from the simulation of electrical networks by
means of Modied Nodal Analysis MNA The index reduction provides
a method for the computation of the consistent initial values The realized
algorithm is described and illustrated by examples
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  Introduction
Di erentialalgebraic equations DAEs are systems of the form
fx   x  t   
with a singular matrix f  x   The singularity of f
 
x  implies that  contains
some derivativefree equations called constraints Such systems arise in numer
ous applications as for instance multibody systems	 electric circuit simulation
and chemical kinetics
To start up the numerical integration of DAEs consistent initial values are re
quired In the index case	 this means that we need to start from a point that
lies in the manifold M  de
ned by the given constraints For the higherindex
cases	 the socalled hidden constraints that result by di erentiation de
ne a

submanifold of M  on which all solutions must lie Thus	 in these cases the
consistent initial value has to lie in that manifold To this end	 a proper de
scription of the hidden constraints becomes necessary
In the literature di erent approaches have been presented Among others	 Pan
telides  constructed an algorithm using graph theory methods to di erentiate
subsets of the system Leimkuhler  used the global index de
nition combined
with a 
nite di erence approximation of the derivatives Hansen  proposed
a method based on the tractability index with time dependent projectors only	
which applies formula manipulation methods and index reduction Lamour 
used the properties of the projectors related to the tractabilityindex to describe
the part of the solution which we have to di erentiate	 while the di erentiated
part was replaced by its 
nite di erences Amodio and Mazzia  considered
Hessenberg systems and realized di erentiation by special 
nite di erences
In this article we consider index DAEs ful
lling some structural properties	
which are more general than the ones of the mentioned papers We will de
scribe the hidden constraints by making use of the projectors related to the
tractabilityindex Therefore	 in Section  we briey introduce this index def
inition To prove that the expression we will de
ne corresponds to the hidden
constraints	 we show in Section  that substituting some of them for a part of
the original equations gives place to an index reduction
This index reduction method permits us to establish a relation between the hid
den constraints of two modeling techniques in circuit simulation	 the conven
tional Modi
ed Nodal Analysis and the chargeoriented Modi
ed Nodal Anal
ysis This relation is outlined in Section  In Section  we present a possible
Ansatz to 
x values for a subset of variables whose cardinality is the socalled
degree of freedom in order to set up a nonlinear system the solution of which
provides a consistent initial value
Finally	 in Section  we describe the numerical realization of the presented
results and some examples are given in Section  The programs are available
at httpwwwiammathematikhuberlinde lamour
 Spaces Projectors and Manifolds
Let us consider DAEs with an index at most  and a quasilinear structure
fx   x  t  Ax  tx   bx  t   
In the following we assume that all the appearing derivatives exist and that the
partial derivatives with respect to x  and x are continuous
If the coecient matrix Ax  t is nonsingular	  represents an implicitly
regular ODE But we are interested in the case when Ax  t remains singular
and assume that
A   N  kerAx  t  const  imAx  t  const

For a proper analysis of these systems we de
ne the projectors Q onto N 	
P  I Q	 and W  along im Ax  t
We apply the tractability index introduced by 		 which is de
ned by con
sidering a matrix chain based on the pencil matrices	 ie	 on f  x  	 f
 
x Because
of  f  x   Ax  t holds and for B  f
 
x we have
Bx   x  t  Ax  tx  x  b
 
xx  t
Notice now that all solutions of  lie in
M t  fz  IR
n  W bz  t  g 
The space S	 which is closely related to the tangent space of M t	 is given by
Sx  t  fz  IRn  W Bx
   x  tz  g  fz  IRn  W b
 
xx  tz  g
Denition     If Ax  t is singular then  has index 
 N  Sx  t  fg
 Gx
   x  t  Ax  t Bx   x  tQ is nonsingular
In the index case	 there exists a solution through x  for each point x  M t
In this article we focus on the index case Therefore we consider the next
matrix chain elements	 which are given by Gx
   x  t and
Bx
   x  t  Bx   x  tP
Assume that
A  imGx
   x  t and kerGx
   x  t do not depend on x  
and let Wx  t be a projector along imGx
   x  t The relevant spaces on this
level are
Sx
   x  t  fz  IRn  Wx  tBx
   x  tz  g
and
Nx  t  kerGx
   x  t
and we denote by Qx  t a projector onto Nx  t and Px  t  IQx  t
Denition     	 If  has not index  and dimN Sx  t is constant
then  has index 
 Nx  t  Sx
   x  t  fg
 Gx
   x  t  Gx
   x  t Bx
   x  tQx  t is nonsingular

It seems to be important to note that the index de
nition introduced above
does not depend on the special choice of the di erent projectors
For simplicity	 in the following we will drop the arguments of A B G	 S	 N	
Q	 P	 G if they are clear from the context
In the index case we choose the socalled canonical projector onto N along
S	 which ful
ls Q  QG

 B	  Furthermore	 it can be shown cf that
N  Sx  t  imQQx  t  fg
In this article we further suppose that there exists a constant space L such that
imGx
   x  t L  IRn
Thus it is possible to choose a projector Wx  t with imWx  t is constant
Indeed this assumption is given for Hessenberg systems	 because W is constant
itself see Remark 	 and for the equations arising from Modi
ed Nodal Anal
ysis cf  Note that	 locally	 this can always be assumed Since imA  imG
and thus L  imA  fg	 we can de
ne a constant projector W ful
lling
im W  imWx  t and ker W 	 imA  
which will become important later on
In contrast to the index case	 whereM t is 
lled by solutions	 for the index




ls the requirement that for each point x  Mt there exists a solu
tion through x  These hidden constraints arise when di erentiating a suitable
part of  We will see that this part can be described properly with the aid
of the projector W
For later considerations we need the following properties
Lemma  
 Let A B be a given matrix pencil Q a projector onto kerA
W  a projector along imA and W a projector along imG with G  ABQ
The following conditions are valid
a WBQ  
b W  WW 
Proof
a With  WG  WABQ we obtain
WGP WA   and WGQ WBQ  
b Denote by A the reexive generalized inverse of A with W   I  AA

and Q  I  AA A is uniquely determined by these assumptions From
WA   it follows that  WAA
 WI W  or W WW 
qed

Since all the above matrices depend continuously on x  t	 it holds that if
Lemma  is valid at 
xed x   t 	 then it remains valid in a suciently small
neighborhood of x   t 
 Index Reduction by Dierentiation
  Motivation
It is well known that the di erentiation of a DAE or of parts of it sometimes
reduces its index For a better understanding of this principle we give some
academic examples Let us consider the linear index DAE
fx   x  t  Ax  Bx q 
 
BB








   
   
   
   

CCAx q  
or	 as single equations	
x   x  q 
x  x  q 
x  q 
x  q
Obviously	 we do not require the di erentiation eg of the fourth equation to
obtain an explicit expression for the solution x  x  x  x But the general ap
plication of the di erentiation index see eg 	 requires the computation
of d
dt
fx   x  t Using the given semiexplicit structure we would only di eren









along im A we could write this in the form d
dt
W fx









CCA we use a projector W along imG with G  ABQ 
 
BB
   
   
   
   









CCA	 we actually di er




Our aim is to generalize the above Ansatz for some nonlinear DAEs We want
to show that the approach can be adapted to obtain an indexreduction for
 Another approach to select suitable equations can be found in  

more general equations At a 
rst glance	 the above example may suggest that
an index reduction is always obtained by considering the system
I Wfx




   x  t   
If the projector W is constant or depends only on t	 then  certainly has
index one cf 	  In  it was shown how to handle with the case that
the projector depends on the part of the solution that appears together with its
derivatives	 ie	 WPx  t is allowed
In practice	 we have noticed that W may also depend on the other parts of the
solution For instance cf 	 the chargeoriented Modi
ed Nodal Analysis
presents this property For these systems	 we have observed that the way to
obtain a reasonable index reduction consists in considering the system
I  Wfx
   x  t Wx  t
d
dt
fx   x  t   
Observe that the term I  Wfx
   x  t describes the equations that are not
replaced by derived ones The choice of such a constant projector W becomes
important in the nonlinear case
The following example illustrates why the index reduction described in  is
not appropriate for nonlinear DAEs in general For simplicity	 we consider the
index DAE
x   x  q 
x  xx  q 
x  q 
x  q 





   
  x x
   
   

CCA   W 
 
BB
   
   
   
   

CCA 
Let us consider the expression corresponding to 
x   x  q 
x   x  qx
 











This equation has the di erential index 	 but
Note that the proper smoothness assumption required for W  
d
dt
fx   x  t is discussed
later on





 The perturbation index cf  of this system is 	 as can be easily seen




  and the following perturbation cf






  xx   
x   sin t
 
x   cos t

Straightforward computation leads to x  
t costsin tcos t	
which implies that x grows with the derivative of the perturbation
Let us now consider the expression corresponding to 










For this system	 all indices are de
ned and coincide	 they are 
Therefore	 the projectorW should not be di erentiated itself This is due to the
fact that W was de
ned considering the partial derivatives	 not the equations
themselves Indeed	 W provides information on how to combine the equations
we need to di erentiate




 if j    n  Wij   
 else
Note that IW  is a projector and that WIW  W
Hence	 the system we consider for the index reduction is
I  Wfx




   x  t  
  The Index Formulation
Let us assume that the DAE  has index and that it has the quasilinear
structure  and that its solutions are continuously di erentiable Motivated










and consider the DAE
I  Wfx




   x  t   
Moreover	 to guarantee the equivalence with  we need the additional con
dition that the replaced equations are ful
lled at least in one point
Wfx
 t   xt   t    
Remark   
 Using the quasilinear structure and ker W 	 im A see 
we have the identities

 I  Wfx
   x  t  Ax  tx   I  Wbx  t
 W fx
   x  t W bx  t
This Ansatz suggests the following de
nition for the manifold
Mt 










y  Az  tbz  t


Let us investigate the index of  More detailed	  looks like












The pencil matrices of  are given by
Ax  t  Ax  t Wx  tIW W b
 
xx  t
Bx   x  t 















Because of assumption A  it holds that Wx  tAx  tx
   x  	 and it follows
Wx  tIW W b
 
xx  t  Wx  tBx
   x  t
By de
nition of W we thus obtain by Lemma  a
Ax  t  Ax  t Wx  tBx
   x  tP 
and from Ax  t  I Wx  tAx  t Wx  tBx
   x  t we conclude
ker Ax  t  kerAx  t  kerWx  tBx
   x  t  imQ
At this point we want to emphasize that this implies that the space N corre
sponding to the original index DAE and the space N corresponding to the

reduced index DAE coincide This means that in both DAEs there appear
the same derivatives	 which was our objective
According to De
nition 	 to prove that  has index 	 we have to check
the nonsingularity of
Gx
   x  t  Ax  t  Bx   x  tQ































To this aim we consider an arbitrary z ful
lling Gx
   x  tz  	 ie	
  Gx
   x  tz 

Ax  t  fAx  tPx g x	 
z 
































We split  by multiplying it by I Wx  t From I Wx  t W  
and W  WW we have
  I Wx  t Gx
   x  tz  Ax  t Bx   x  tQz
Hence	 it follows that z  Qx  tz and with
Wb
 
xx  tQQx  t  WAx  t Bx
   x  tQQx  t  WGQ  
we have
  Gx






























 N  Sx  t 





xx  tPQz  Wx  tBx
   x  tPQz 





along imG  kerW Hence	  implies   GQG

 Bx
   x  tPQz 
GQz  	 which leads to Qz   Thus we have z   This means that the
matrix Gx
   x  t is nonsingular	 ie	 the DAE  has index 
What about the equivalence of the equations  and  It seems to be
clear that every solution of  remains also a solution of  Conversely	
we have to show that if we start on M 	 then the whole solution of  lies
there	 too Let x   C
 be a solution of  with x t   M  ful
lling 	
whereas M  is the suitable manifold of this index problem Therefore	 
is ful




IW W bx t  t   
Using this result and multiplying  by W  we obtain
W I  Wbx t  t    
ie	 W bx t  t  W  Wbx t  t Further	  implies with  x t  
M  With W Wx  t W this implies
d
dt

























Therefore	 Wbx t  t is constant and because of x t   M  it holds that
Wbx t  t 
  This proves the following
Theorem  Let the assumptions A A be fullled Then equation 
has index and the Csolutions of the index equation  and the index
equation  fullling  are equivalent
Remark  The assumptions A A are dependence and smoothness con
ditions only The most interesting condition is given by A When does A
become valid Roughly speaking we can say that A is fullled if the equation
dening M in M  does not depend on variables lying in N Sx  t  imQQ

 It is clear that for linear timedependent DAEs A is fullled but this
is also true for the case that Wx  t WPx  t which was investigated
by   For Hessenberg systems
x   bx  x  t  
bx  t  




























Thus A is fullled
 If N  Sx  t  imQQ  const and the equation has the structure
AUx  tx  bUx  t  BtTx    
where T denotes a projector onto the space N  Sx  t and U  I  T 
Thus W 
 WUx  t holds and A is also valid This case covers a
broad class of systems arising from the Modied Nodal Analysis cf  
 Application to Electrical Networks
We analyze in detail the systems resulting in circuit simulation by means of
Modi
ed Nodal Analysis MNA in order to show how they ful
l our assump
tions We consider the systems generated by two commonly used modelling
techniques the conventional approach and the chargeoriented approach of the
MNA cf 	 	 
The conventional MNA leads to systems of the form
Ax  tx   fx  t    
where the vector of unknowns x consists of
 the nodal potentials
 the currents of the voltagecontrolled elements
These systems arise from Kirchho s nodal law for each node but the datum
node and the characteristic equations of the voltagecontrolled elements

The chargeoriented MNA provides systems of the form
Aq   fx  t    
q  gx  t    
whereas A is constant
In this case	 the vector of unknowns q  x consists of
 the vector q	 that is introduced additionally and contains
a the charge of the capacitors
b the ux of the inductors
 the vector x	 which remains the same it was for the conventional MNA
The equations  correspond to the characteristic equations for charge and
ux
Observe that both modelling techniques are closely related	 because
Ax  t  Ag xx  t and 
fx  t  fx  t  Ag tx  t 
The structural properties of these systems have been discussed in detail in 
for a large class of electric networks We restrict our further consideration to
the class of networks described in  For these networks	 it follows from the
results of  that the assumptions A  A are always satis
ed Furthermore	
assumption A is ful
lled because of Remark  Therefore	 in the following
we only have to assume additionally that the smoothness conditions are also
given Condition A will be discussed later on
Further	 it is shown in  that the following relations are ful
lled for a special
choice of projectors
 There exists a projectorW along to image of the matrixG corresponding
to the conventional MNA ful
lling
W is constant
 There exists a projector W along to image of the matrix G corresponding
to the chargeoriented MNA that ful
ls
W  Wx  t 





whereas the matrix H is de
ned in a way that particularly
W Hx  tg
 
xx  t  W





lled cf  Furthermore	





holds	 whereas the second column corresponds to the equations 
Remark For the systems arising from MNA this implies that for both for
mulations the reduced index systems are again closely related	 because we
have




   I Wfx  t Wf
 
tx  t   








and make use of the relations
W 





















   I W fx  t
W f
 
tx  t WHx  tg
 
tx  t    
q  gx  t   
Observe now that	 by 	
I W fx  t  I W

fx  t  Ag tx  t

 Ag tx  t  I Wfx  t 
W f
 
tx  t  W









lled and therefore  is equivalent to
Aq   Ag tx  t WHx  tq
   g tx  t
I Wfx  t Wf
 
tx  t  
Finally	 taking into account that	 due to the derivation of  and prop
erty 	 the relation
WHx  tq









lled	 we recognize that the system  is again closely re
lated to  because we may write it in the form
Aq   Ag tx  t Wf
 
xx  tx
   I Wfx  t Wf
 
tx  t   
q  gx  t  
Let us 
nally focus on the smoothness assumptions required for the DAEs arising
from MNA SinceW is a constant projector	 for the conventional MNA we only
have to require that d
dt
Wfxt  t exists	 instead of A Taking into account
that for the chargeoriented MNA the projector W can be chosen as described
in 	 in this case it suces to assume the existence of d
dt
W fxt  t and
d
dt
q  gx  t Observe that the smoothness conditions coincide
 The Computation of Consistent Initial Values
Consider the initial value problem
fx   x  t    
PPxt   t xt     
with a given 	 which is adequate for an index DAE 
Note that the assumption ker f  x x
   x  t  N leads to fx   x  t  fPx   x  t
A vector x   R
n is a consistent initial value of  if there exists a solu
tion of  that satis
es xt   x  To compute a consistent initial value we
therefore determine the unknown values IPPxt   t xt  and Px
 t 
For the calculation of the consistent initial values we use the equations aris
ing from the reduced index representation and the conditions concerning the
initial values They are given by
I  Wfx




   x  t    
Wfx
 t   xt   t     
PPxt   t xt     
If we consider this set of equations in the point t  t  with the aim to calculate
values x  xt 	 y  Px
 t 	 and rearrange them	 we obtain the system
fy  x  t   




xx  ty  IW W b
 
tx  t   

to determine the unknowns y  x	 whereas Qy   is introduced to guarantee
y  Py

Theorem 	  Let the assumptions A A be valid and suppose additionally
that the implication
A	  fPPx  tx  g
 
xI  PQx  tz   PPx  tz   
holds Then the system  has a full rank Jacobian matrix in a neighborhood
of a solution
For a better understanding ofA	 observe that for a constant or a timedependent
projector PPt the assumption is trivially ful
lled Some more general cases
are discussed in Remark 
Proof For A  f  yy  x  t and B  f
 



















To prove its nonsingularity we consider a z ful
lling Jz   For z  zy  zx
T
we obtain the 
rst equation
Azy Bzx  
Multiplying it by G and PP  PQ and Q yields
PPzy  PPG

 BPPzx    
PQzx    
QQzy  QG

 BPP QQ Qzx   
The other equations provide
fPPx g
 
xzx    







xzx   
With PQzx   from  we derive from  the expression of assumption
A	 and it follows that PPzx   With  it follows that PPzy   From
 we obtain that Qzy   and thus we have zy  PQzy and zx  Qzx
With  this leads to QQzy  Qzx and	 
nally	 A and  imply
WBPQzy  	 ie	 analogously as it was concluded from 	 PQzy  	
which means that Qzx  
Remark 	 Let us have a look at system  Is it really necessary to use the
second equation PPx   in this form which does not make the theoretical
considerations easier  In fact if we know the projector PPxt  t  PPt
on the solution which depends only on t we can always x the free parameters

corresponding to the degree of freedom correctly This motivated the consider
ation of PPxt  t In     a nonlinear initial condition Bxt    is
required assuming that B is chosen in such a way that the initial value problem
has a unique solution In contrast to our condition which has indeed the struc
ture Bx  PPx  tx   we already know that the initial value problem
has a unique solution see   Nevertheless if we know an easier eg not
depending on x condition we can replace our condition by a similar one with
the same degree of freedom if the obtained Jacobian matrix becomes nonsingular
For instance if kerPQx  t  const valid for the conventional Modied Nodal
Analysis there exists a constant projector PV with kerPV  kerPQ As both
projectors project along the same subspace it holds that
PQPV  PQ  PV PQ  PV
Therefore we better describe the xing of the free parameters corresponding to
the degree of freedom by considering
P  PV x    
instead of equation cf   When analyzing the Jacobian then we obtain
analogously as above PQz   and also PPV z   ie Pz   Of course
this leads to PPz  
Remark 	 If we make use of the fact that PP  PPQ then the lefthand
side of the implication A	 reads
P  PQx  tz  fPQx  tx  g
 
xI  PQx  tz   
Therefore for the following cases assumption A	 is fullled

 PP  const or only tdependent
 imPQx  t  const valid for the chargeoriented Modied Nodal Analy
sis This means that a constant projector P V exists with the same image
as PQ Both projectors project onto the same subspace it holds that
P V PQ  PQ  PQP V  P V or P I  PQP V  PPP V  
Therefore the equation  is equal to
P  PQx  tz  P V fPQx  tx  g
 
xI  PQx  tz  
Multiplying this by PP we obtain that the assumption A	 is fullled be
cause of PPP V  
 In case of PQx  t  PQPx  t valid for the mechanical systems de
scribed in   equation  becomes
PPx  tz  fPQx  tx  g
 
xPPx  tz  

If we multiply this expression by PPx  t we see that the nonsingularity
of IPPx  tfPQx  txg
 
x implies PPx  tz   This is valid
eg for the pendulum but up to now it was not possible to prove this for
general mechanical systems
 Algorithmic Realization
Our aim was to implement a general purpose code which is not based on the
quasilinear structure From  we obtain
Wx  tIW W b
 
xx  ty  IW W b
 
tx  t 







 Wx  tBy  f
 
ty  x  t
In our realization we choose the projector W by W  GPQG

  This has
the advantage that we are able to combine all equations in two parts only see
	 but the disadvantage is that for systems with a very simple ie constant
projector W we choose now a projector with dicult dependences on x
It is easy to see that for this projectorWG  GPQG

 G  GPQP  	
which leads to
Wx  tBy  x  ty  f
 
ty  x  t  GPQG









If we do so	 we have to solve the following nonlinear systems of equations
fy  x  t   




ty  x  t Qy  

For the solution of  we use a Newtonlike method	 where the used Jaco
bian matrix does not take into consideration the dependence of the projectors













where A   f   x t and B
   f   xt	 with the explicit inverse
J 

PP  PQZ PPY  I  PP






where Z  G A
 B I PP and Y  G

 BPP  The solution of 
is realized by the following principle algorithm
 i  

 input y     x
 
   t 
   x  
 initialization ii




i   t check of singularity  ODE	




i   t 	 where A and B are approximated by 
nite di erences
or computed by an userwritten subroutine
 computation of the matrix chain elements and projectors
Q G check of singularity  index 
if G singular Q  G check of singularity  not index 




s   PP  PQ
 computation of J
 computation of 	 where f  t is approximated by the central di erence
quotient or computed by an userwritten subroutine
 if norm  accuracy goto finish
 j  
 jump
 Newton step	 calculation of the correction !y !x
 calculation of yji   x
j
i














 The Computation of the Projectors
The computation of the projectors	 which we need only at the point t 	 repre
sents an important part of the algorithm To this end we have carried out a
decomposition of a matrix G and the determination of its rank For this prob
lem the following methods are available The Householder decomposition or the
SVD We prefer the 
rst option because of the computational costs
We are looking for the nullspace projectors Qi of the matrix chain element Gi

the given representation assumes constant projectors The matrix chain grows
with see 
Gi  Gi BiQi  Bi  BiPi








with Ui an orthogonal matrix	 Ri   a nonsingular	 triangular matrix of dimen





 Then a projector onto kerA is given as it was used in former






P Tci   Pi  I Qi







































P Tci we ob
tain the relevant representation for Gi	 and the adequate representation for




If we start with G   A and U   I we attain	 in the indexk case after
k   steps	 the nonsingular matrix Gk in a decomposed triangular form This
makes the computation of the socalled canonical projector	 which is given by
Qks  QkA

k Bk	 relatively simple
 Examples
We use a 
rst example with constant coecient matrices	 which does not meet
the assumptions from 	 to illustrate the mode of action of the method The
system is represented by
x   x  x  x   
x  x  x     
x  x  x  

The matrices A and B are given by
A 
 
     
  

A   B 
 




The relevant projectors are PP 
 











     
  

A and W  W 
 
     
  

A Since PP is identical
zero	 it is not possible to prescribe any initial values	 all values are determined
The equations for the computation of the consistent initial values  are
Ay Bx  q 
 





















































We take the next example from 	  The FORTRANsubroutine for the
description of the problem reads
subroutine ftraj yxtfyxt
c
c x   H
c x   xi
c x   lambda
c x   VR
c x 	  gamma
c x 
  A
c x   alpha









































































we discover that we have to di erentiate the latter two equations to obtain the




       
       
       











    
       
       
       




Note that the kernel of PQ is constant
In  the following consistent initial value is ascertained by 
x            
where the 
rst six components were given by the task and the two latter were
computed analytically making use of the special structure of the problem
For the computation of the initial values we start from the perturbed values
  x             
and y    	 t    The result with a defect of   




























Since for the approximation of f  t we used a stepsize h  






















The last example comes from the electrical network simulation and was ex
tensively discussed in  Here we consider the NANDgate model containing
nonlinear capacitances The NANDgate circuit is represented in Figure 
The DAE obtained by the chargeoriented Modi
ed Nodal Analysis from this
circuit has dimension 	 where the dimensions of the various parts are as fol
lows dimim PP    dimim PQ   and dimim Q   As usual in
the simulation of electrical networks see eg  we start with the socalled
DCoperating point ie y   The initial values and the solution after  iter







































































As we expected according to 	 only x and x
	 ie the currents through
V and VBB 	 changed considerably

	 Conclusion
Under weak assumptions a method has been proposed to choose suitable equa
tions of an index DAE	 whose di erentiation leads to an index reduction
Based on this result	 a numerical algorithm to compute consistent initial val
ues has been developed Conditions that guarantee its successful application
have been carefully discussed Nevertheless	 there are still a few open problems
What are the necessary assumptions to describe the hidden constraints with the
projectors related to the tractabilityindex Is there a possibility to describe
them without these projectors Which possibility to 
x values for a subset of
variables whose cardinality is the socalled degree of freedom is the best for a
given problem These questions will be handled in further investigations
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